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INSTRUCTION IN ART IN THE UNITED STATES.
By Wea.'ran SAJAOICNT,

Professor of Art Ildsoation, University of (Meager
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The term "art education" ig used somewhat loosely in connection
with a wide range of school activities. Any discussion of the subject
must therefore define somewhat arbitrarily the aspects with which it
will deal.

This chapter includes the following:
1. Drawing, painting, and constructive and decorativc design,

whether used to record facts of form and structure in connection
with industrial and scientific work, or to interpret 'forms and ap-,
pearances pictorially or decoratively.

2. The advancement of artistic appreciation, whether gained by
technical practice or by acquaintance with good art through some
approach other than that of actual production, or by a combination
of these methods. In the discussion of the advancement of artistic
appreciation w' out technical production, the whole field of fine and
industrial a eluded. In the discussion of technical work, only
the graphic a as just defined are taken into direct consideration.

The material here presented is based upon the replies to inquiries
regarding recent changes in aims and methods of art instruction,
sent to.State commissioners of education, and to the superintendents
of schools in the three largest cities of each State, to the art depart-
Meats of State and other leading universities, and upon an examina-
tion of a wide range of courses of study -and of reports of att. asso-
ciations and educational meetings where art. was a subject of discus-
sion.. A survey of this material shows a number of (significant
changes, wh'rtch msy,,be broadly grouped as follows:

1. The changes 'tide to the normal developmeht to be expected
along lines where progress has' long been continuous. Prominent
among these are-d. r

(a) .A clearer understanding, which has come through experiments
ntpl longer experience. regarding what art instruction should so-
coMplish as a part of general education, and the consequent revision
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4 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 19113-18.

and improvement of methods of teaching. Those have been especially
evident in elementary and secondary schools and in colleges.

(h) A better knowledge of the social and industrial values of Ad-
vanced art training fot those with special aptitude, and the conse-
quent modification of advanced art education to meet these needs.
These modifications are noticeable in' the programs of vocational
schools and profes,-ional art schools, of art departments in collect-.
in the broach range of cducationaLactivities carried on by art MU-
scums, in. the associations recently formed for bringing art, instruc-
tion into closer relatiou witli social and industrial deeds, and in new'
art schools intimately related to community interests.

1. Changes due to-the present abnormal conditions of war. Among
these are II -.

(a) A revaluation of the effects of art in shaping public opinion
and in stimulating patriotic activities. and in reenforcing those at-
titudes of mind which we include under the term ".morale."

14A revision of methods of drawing connection with constr4i.
-.,..- tive 'Work, because of the, shortcomings of methods which have beeni.

in fairly common use; shortcomings which attempts to train enlisted
men in constructive work have -made evident. These Attempts have
emphasized the fact that ability to read working drawings accurately
and to Mike dimensioned sketches, mechanical or topographical, with
facility, is not common, even among those who have had high-school
courses in drawing. 'It is an ability which the present crisis im-
peratively demattO. . .

(c) A realization of the probability that in the commercial revival
which is certain to follow the war, and because of the consequent
need of highly skilled designers in fhe industries, the United States
must depend more. than heretofore .upon those trained in- its own
schools, and mtjt therefore begin even among pupils. of secondary
school age to serve and direct special talent when it is discovered.

These chan are considered in detail under the separate divisions
which follow. _. ..

ART INSTRUCTION IN" ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Art instruction in elementary grades has been quite general
throughout the .country for some years. Recent changes have been
'Mainly. along the line of normal development. Among the important
direCtions in.which progress is apparent are the following: .

The tendency emphasized above all others in the returns received
from superintendents of schools and from supervisors otart instruc-
tion is in the direction of bringing art instruction into more direct
and intimate connection withSchool and home and community inter-
ests. 'rho specific points of contact most emphasized .era the fol-
lowing:
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1. More use of drawing to illustrate other school subjects. This

indicates it tendency to go to thi% other school interests for themes far'
drawing, instead of selecting theines arbitrarily for the purpose of
developing a logical but detached course in drawing. In this way
the correlation with other subjects becomes- the first business of the
art supervisor, and is not left to chance.

2. An especially close correlation with the manual arts. This
means that much of the drawing and design is directly concerned
with problems in industrial work and in the household arts. In many
places this correlation is being promoted i administrative way
by uniting the departments of dre7r-ving. of the industrial arts
under one supervisor.

3. More definite attention to developing appreciation of good
pictorial art and of excellent, constructive and decoytive design.
The majority of returns indicate that the sort of ,appreaktion desired
is that which will increase the range and quality of one's ettjoyment
in his surroundings, and especially ill enable one to exercise good
taste in home planning itnd furnishing, in promoting community

411rojects, and in producing material for the market. .

These purposes are not 'new in elementary art instruction. Pub-
lished courses have long stated them more or lesg definitely as aims,
but an analysis of recently formulated courses shows an essential
difference in method, namely, a tendency to abandon a detached course
of instruction planned mainly from the point of view of logical pro-
gression in the subject in the hope that the principles and practice
gained thereby will be carried over and put to use in fields where
they are needed. This somewhat fdrmal work is being displaced by
courses in which principles and pravttice are concerned mainly with
problems selected from the field of immediatb needs. This pro-
cedure appeals to the instant interests of a -far greater number of
children, and its direct result is to make drawing a general rather
than a special school subject.

The history of drawing in publ.,; education has been such as to
create a tradition that it is a special subject in the sense that it is
possible of attainment only for those who have special talent, andthat it has value mainly for those whcPmay later have occasion asartists to use it. This tradition has tended to take the vitality out
of the instruction given by grade teachers because they felt that
drawing was neither possible nor worth while for the majority. It
has also tended to some extent at least, to concentrate the enthusiasm
of the special teacher with art-school training upon the few pupils
who displayed unusual artistic apitudes. .

The last two years. have contributed considerably toward . making_
drawing a general school subject as regardaits availability and value
for the majority of children. This contribution has been made
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partly through psychological study of special talent and partly
through results obtained' by applying general pedagogical prin-
ciples to the teaching of drawing. 'Observation shows that the
mere sight of nature's appearances awakens in certain children a
peculiar type of experience and of interest, one characteristic of
which is a strong desire to represent graphically what they have seen.
In the case of these ,children the simple presentation of objects
arouses this peculia nterest, together with a corresponding desire to
express it by reproMcing the appearances in drawing or painting.
They are the children who have what is termed "special talent."
When analyzed, this talent appears to be essentially a special type of
interest in appearances of things and not a special manual ability
or skill. The skill in drawing which these children display scents
to be a natural outgrowth of the practice which this peculiar interest
in appearances and the consequent desire to draw them promotes.

This view is supported by the fact that-if an interest of another
sort, but equally strong can he awakened in connection with the
appearance of objects, for example an interest in their construction,
which can be expressed best by .drawing. as in the frequent cases of
children greatly interested in engines. bridges, boats, etc., the draw-
ing will be equally good, although different in type.
. Experiments indicate that if we can.awaken an equal. although'
different, interest on the part of children without so-called " talent ''
for drawing, they will develop equal skill, provided the interest is of
a sort 'that .can he most adequately expressed by drawing. Fre-
quently children who show under ordinary circumstances noTrlica-
tions of talent, when the-appeal to their particular interest ig found.
equal or surpass in skill those who appeared at first to be gifted
artistically. Elementary school courses in all subjects are appealing
to interests many of which demand drawing of some sort .for their
expression and practical realization. In geography and history.
shapes of countries, types of mountains, means of transportation and
numberless other topics need for their description drawing as well as
language' Scheel and home gardens are planned by diagrams. It
has become the cpmmon language of the school shop and of the house-

. hold art department.
Drawing as a means of .expression for this widening range

terests is rapidly supplanting the drawing of a few years ago, when
-frequently the only interest appealed to was that of representing up-.
pearances 'far their own sake. 'Lack of special talent in, drawing, as
an excuse for low grades in that subject: is coming to be regarded
in the same light as is lack of special talent in Mathematics and in
language when elementary school attainments in tlictse subjects are
;finder consideration.
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A survey of recent discussions regarding the purposes of drawingin elementary schools indicates that the familiar statement thatdrawing is a language is now being taken in its full significance.
Educators are pointing out that any new medium of expression
furnishesa fresh kind of experien 'e with things studied, and starts
a type of thinking that a medium of expression different in character
does not stimulate. The kind of thinking exercised' when a pupil
describes a subject by drawing does not duplicate to any great degree
that involved in'description by writing. The first appears rather tosupplement the second. Each lays hold of aspects which The otherneglects and fails to grasp. The terms used in drawing are essen-
tially different fc4m those used in writing and describe things in adifferent way. Each has its own psychology and compels its own
characteristic type of analysis and synthesis.

As an outcome of these discussions one finds that art instructors
are stating with increasing clearness the function of drawl* y an
important and unique means of approach to subjects; a means of

-dealing with topics in a way which supplements that furnished by
verbal language and consequently gives a kind of experience with
them that is oth6rwise unobtainable.

The changed attitude regarding .drawing and design may be
broadly summarized in the following statements:

1. That the tendency is less. toward trying to interest children in
drawing as a subject, and more toward. using drawing as an effi-
cient and unique means of expressing and promoting whatever inter-
ests school and home and community life have awakened.

2. That instruction in design deals less with formal exercises, in
arrangement. and more with ,problems directly and practically con-
cerned with school and home surroundings and with industrial life.
The methods of instruction are coining to include, in addition to prac..
tice in producing designs, much experience in choosing as one must
choose when be makes rind purchases.

Although an examination of recent courses and of the reports of .

. conferences on the subject of art instruction gives abundant evidence
that courses 'are- being reorganized upon the same basis as other
subjects, and are being graded so that there is definite progress from
year to year 'and that the expected results are within the attain-
ment of the majority of. ehildreb, and alsb that the psychplogy of.

. drawing and of art appreciation is being'invastigated by eduators,
liivertlieJess such a survey of COI1TSV and of reports of camfelpnees

...'sdiscoverslittle in 'the way, of attempts to state what standards of
at t ainmstal may reasonaldy.be. expected in each'.gratie and at the And
ill elementary school woi.k. Indeed. etpress?ong. suggestive of
tility toward attempts to establish tests and scales orthealltrenient
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of achievement in drawing lire free uently evident. These objections
appear to result. from Misunderstanding a desire to secure some sys-
tem in presenting the language of art expression, as being a wish
to mechanize the thought and feeling expressed thereby. For-
tunately. however there is a growing recognition of the fact that sys-
tematic mastery of a means of expression means increased freedom in
communicating thought and feeling. .

l'rof. Edward L. Thonnlyke called attention to the desirability
of some scale for estimating attainment in drawing, in an article
pnblished in the Teachers College Record in November, pia, entitled
"Tile Measurement of Achievement in Drawing."' He says:

Each person uses n settle of his own. Consequently, nItImuigh we give in
vcv.,:d statements and on report cords many millions of inensureinents of

.atitievement in dana:ing e.ery year, almost Ito use Is made or can he Imo!, of
them. A child may learn Nat Ids drawings are, In his teaeher's estimation.
better than those of other children In the same class whooget lower "marks,"
but helloes not know how Much better they ore. Ile tit:13:41w told -tIvit has

drawings are better than those of lost week, but not how snuck better they
ere. As to learning from all these millions of meastrments bow, much Better

drawings are obtained from MO minutes of training per week than from 50. or
homonmeh better drawings are obtained by one city's system of Instruction
'than by another's, or how much better drawings axe obtained In thesame city
now than were obtained a decade ago, it Is Impossible:

Tliorndeke then explains a scat hich he Worked out, de-
scribes and illustrates some of its uses, recounts the principles of it,
derivation, and makes clear. its limitations. Further careful work
intim same field is being carried on by other investigators, and addi-
tional contributions will doubtless be available soon.

The effect or the war; which has greatly influenced industrial work
in eleinentary schools, is also evident in art instruction. Many of the
,problems for asigii'have included the making of posters for -food
consetvation, war-savings and thrift stamps, liberty loans; gardening,
lied Cross and Y. M.d C.! A. work, etc. Other design projects have
included covers for scrapbooks for soldiers, designs and deebrations
for oys for refugee children, and the patterns and Ornainentation
of v rious objects-to be sold for war funds.

ART INSTRUCTION IN HIGH SCHOOLS.
-1 -

sigh- school courses of the past two years indicate some signifi-
cant and a few radical changes. .Two influences among others have
been particularly strong in bringing about these developments. ,One
is the widespread organization of j high- schools, which hai re-
sulted in a closer articulation of ementary and secondary schools.
The other is the rapid progress of ocational! education.

The organization of junior high-schools has brotightinto prOmi-!!
nence many psychological as well as administrative'questions. Edit-

! vo°
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cators especially interested in these questions have contributed, amongother. things, important considerations regarding some of the dif-ferences in the attitude of high-school students- toward school work
as compared with that of elementary school children.

One difference appears to consist in greater need on the part ofmpils fot,steet practical pr intellectual justification for the workmdertaken. The fact that certain studies appear in the accepted
curriculum no longer appeals to the majority of the'popils as being,a su flicient reason for undertaking these studies with enthusiasm.
in addition the significance of the course to them and to their pros-1 wets must be understood if it is to engage their whole- hearted en-

-1Ieavor. NeWsocial and vocational interests are awake and must beministered to.
.Another interest which influences art instruction directly and'which appears to be much stronger in high-school pupils than inthose of elementary school age is the interest but the theories andprinciples of the subjects of study and in the historical developmentof things and of events. AccoMpanying this interest is an increasedcapacity for developing some genuine appreciation of artistic stylesandand of the different possibilities of various mediums of expression.The progress of vocational education is recognized in the recenttendencies of art instruction in high-schools as noted by school super-intendents ind by instructors in art.% Almost without exception thechanges reported are toward It more direct and concrete applicationof art. Thefollowing quotations, entirely typical of the expressionsfound in a wide range,of returns, are merely statements in different,fterms of this tendency:i. The primary purpose of our art Is to relate it to the entire life of thechildKen both in home and In their occupations.

An effort to adapt instruction to the requirements of local Industries.Tends more and more toward industrial work,
.

lication
aiVocational art

homecourses, art related to printing, courses in boe eticHave started such work as art In window dressing with practic
r a

In stores, art in dress, dress appropriate to occasions.
Collection and study of good illustrtitIons of furniture.
MAI emphasis recently given to having designs worked out in material.

Advanced courses are highly differentiated with high technical stand-ants demanded.
. CIn addition to this concrete tendency, there is on the .other hand

an increasing recognition of what are commonly called the cultural
qvalues of art Study, its importance as historiceal material, and its sig-nificance; in common with music and literature, as an embodiment pfthe iesthetio experiences of the race.

The following extracts from a report by Dr. James P. Haney, di.rectpr Of irtin the high schools of Now York City, put in clear terms. .some of these tendencies, '
fiee0V-7.32-At 7 .
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This training In what may be 'Allied '.'practical testhetic4" has thus beeome
;subject of rassi interest on the part of many who are engaged in the business
of creating materials for home or personal adornment. Both " the
pulill" and " the trade miderstioul more Clearly wit'every passing year the
nevd or this training; t1144.ithlic that 1 Ire Itself mai( be made more pleasurable;
thetitele that its stimilfic( s may raised hi :every aspect wherein art teaches
italestry. The milliner. the dressmaker, and ,'Feeler are interested on the ono
hand; the furuiture manufacturer. the wall-piper dealer, and the textile mer-
chant on the other. Many -additional trades are concertos!. " New, as
aver before. these inerchunts and* ilezetis more are asking, "What are the

setwets (Ming to make their art tenehing mealiest?"
The older harrier, which separated the sell's)l studio from the industrial nrt

SI Utile Mit:40o the school hove been breached and iii some enSeS quite torn down.
Art teachers in tiumiiers have visited "the trait* and have brought hack a
eourse of pntelicul t1.4-,.stitilis to Iht 'minter visits have been paid
by mrelaints,atid manufacturers to the selaols, and many have sent their trade
designers to Si. theiehool (%ork :nil to give to the tencbers and pupils the

.

trial pellit ofaulew. l'reetical prld(tnis have been worked out in material, and

might see Lao immediately settil.iii business is the infortnatimi gained the

not a few (santlietitions t73. trade representatives that pupils

school.. . *.

I:vcr eta. must poil;mnizi. the. Imlustrial,tit-ist. for n1 1 mast hove chairs and
tables, 4lshos to eat faint. and clothes- il Weill% and eniplinsi, has been placed en

e" the profevsienal nature uY the orkof the schonI I l i it sItlNsil Might- by
made keener to srinitilye the prelessimini hand which he sees about hint at .

ory turn.
Many thousands of pupils are ilitisjeached every year and are encourittmil

to visit inesionit fissiiiNiti; to enjoy not only the pietures and seulptere.
but the splendid earvings. bea mind enamels. the glowille porcelains and (the
priceless tit pestrtes. l'bus they are glen hat may be engird " habit.
They arc taffeta not only yvliere to look hilt how to look mid are given stinathing
e t least of tint so isfactioli of "the Inewing (me." the (Connoisseur whilst* it free-
I i.(ii is draaIi by itiskflit into the beauties of the craft which are displayed In
Jeweled cap or damascened armor. This Interpretation (if the museum .to the
school pupil, this reelittioil of %%lint pleasure may' ty. had ill s scrutiny Is

'heist to be one of the fiundiens of the art department of the city . diool system.
It can little Vont II city to have within its borders priceless collections: If these
for whom the collection-% are shown Rs* Its beauties as througlrat Klass darkly.

This training:1V is manifest, Is not to be given by talking about it. ht rattier
' (*minimally otTeritiii to the learner problems In which (*huffy n'tusrbe PX-

prtSR(14i gat terms of Immediate need. Shall (me, for exiiii3 in (Itsigaitig
flower bowl, turn the curve thus, or shall it he so? The (1 . ion as to' which
line best expresses the quality of the clay 'ma the purpose fur which the howl
is shaped to the decision which makes foretaste. Taste in other words Is a ills-
eiimintinve jadgment born of ninny opporttinitles for choice. :tome grow in
taste ratadly,..sonie slowly, but the process is always the same. One intIst learnt
to choose and to choose by virtue of the knowledge of what makes forbetter
line or .eolor or pattern. Taste is thus not at thing of definite standards: It Is
rather qn intellectual *mini. .It Is a habit of mind which seeks always to com-
pare the better with the peorer -and which strives continually to sharpen Its
(m): pereeptions that It may Judge more truly. It ilftS a function out a V
constructive one which chits not only to see that. tine bOtteril/lit uhua
to know why It Is better.

I
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The mArchant who is a bdd designir will m be cured by admoultIon...

The only way to cure him is to catch Dim while is still a lad at school. Butgranted; on the other hand, that' such practical Etching can be givenand Itsurely canit must lx. plain that there resides in the teaching of the schoolsenormous force to affect the art ideas of the public for the better. ithls forceundoubtedly -is at work. No one who knew the American home and its decortto
lions as it stood irt the early se%enties and flow sees the home of the .personsOf equal social standing will doubt for a moment that great prqgress has beenmaul,. It Is a change which hasiftiken place all ;over the country, but most signiticantiy where the art teaching of the sellouts hits !wen active. Something ofthis idea that eeryone is gji artist in his own right has dawned upon thou-sands of men and women.

But with the development of that which we tune called the modern netteaching there has been a great change In the attitude of the school tow anttalented pupilsthat little group which we have called " the few." It has beenplainly seen that it is to the advantage of the school to hold those gttted boysand girls within the character- shaping boundaries of its walls.- On the otherhand, it has been seen that it is to the pupils' interest to stay rather than toleuye half trained In all that makes for general culture and to plunge at too. early an age Into the ceaseless grind of tartness life. For these reasons theteildern high school seeks to retain the talented pupil through its entire course.instead of fitting. the pupil to the course, it now devises special courses to fitthe pupil. It recognizes that-talent is precious;tind when it finds it, does all itcan to cultivate the gifted and to school them to high technical experience. j/
Certain difficulties are 'evident in the organization of high-salool

courses in art, especially in the case of small schools.
1. There are seldom any accepted standards of attainment in artinstruction in elementary schools which can serve as a dependable '

basis upon which high-school courses may be planned.
2. A large number of high-school instructors have been accus-tomed only to art school ways of teaching drawing and design.

TheseOulio methods are generally adapted only to those who possess.
special aptitudes for drawing. This difficulty is.being remedied be-
cause cities and towns in increasing numbers are-requiring that the
instructor in art shall have sonic normal training,:ineluding general
principles of education and practice teaching under skilled super -vision. t

. .8. Except in the larger high .schools,' where a nmither of classes
exist, it- is difficult to arrange a course which offers progress rront
year to year, because frequently pupils from each year in high school
may register in a given class. For example, an introductory class in

. drawing may be made up of pupils from the first, secojid, third,land
fourth year groups. Under these circumstances difficulty is found /in relating art instruction to other school interests' an& to-Varying
degreei of maturity With any sort of definiteness. This' condition

+h. treatment of art as a Th. in-,,1. to OssNtsa astAso sass, us uss ussaass, so *ea s, so. subject. Thega.

creased tniount and better organization ( f vocational and industrial
courses is iniprovins this situation rapidly and definitely.

it
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4. In the past the amount of credit alloived in art toward g.Tadua-
tion Ind for entrance to higher institutions was often small. Conse-
quently, registration c or art instruction was likely to be limited, to'
those Who had very strop inttural desires in that direction and those
with had leisure for extra courses. This hindrance.is rapidly disap-

.pearing. High schools are tending to give the same credit toward
". graduation for art subjects as for any othertrin the curriculum. To

a corresponding degree, higher- insfitutIons have become liberal in
the number of units in the arts allowed fOr entrance requirement.

Inaddition to these ohs! !cies, which art largely administrative NI
.i

character, courses planned to realize the aesthetic values of what are
commonlyternied the fine arts encounter another difficulty which lies
in the nature of the iiubject. In 1915 Dr. .C. II. Judd pointed this
out clearly. The following extracts are the first and the last para-
graphs of his discussion:'

. .
The fine arts, line the manual and induStrial arts, have stood apart from

the conventional iiiailewic suhject.s awl have been given only a half-hearted
rt-cognitiou in the organization of school programs. From one point of view this
is difficult to understand, for civilized nations have always regariktd training
in music and drawing as highly desirable accomplishments. We in America

'hiive been-subjested.to critIgisin by foreign visitors and we have freely criti-
cized ourselves for our meager rilltivation of the fine arts in our schools. While
tints recognizing the arts as desirable, we have found it a s'ery difficult problem

.t,o make them available for school purposes. How can one formulate a course
in tase subjects? They seem to be highly Individualistic and vague In their
results:. Thive seems to be.so large an element of chance in the outcome that
we turn by preference to those courses of instruction which seem to be more .
definite and Alfttedile of impersonal fOrmulutton. .* Whatever the
method of instruction, art teachers must give up the practice of indulging- in
rhapsodies over art and its value, and must learn to define the types of tip-

preciation which they wish to' cultivate. They must show that they know
when they have produced onevf these approved types of appreciation. Finally,
they must by practical demonstration convince the world that there is no funda-
mental opposition between the habits of mind and action cultivated In the arts
and those cldtivated in theocientitic courses given in the ectioole. The present-
day conditions are's. Challenge to art teachers and to all of us. Vaguely we all
believe in art; practically we are not able to bring It into the schools in any
form which we regardassntisfactory for the training of attidents. To bring
it forcibly into tbAugourse-vidtho t heeding theobjections raised willlbe unfor-
tunate. To omit It altogether to deprive the student of one important

iaspect of dvilizition. The challe to deal with this situation ntellIgeptly
, to peremptory. . .,

The Much loserelation which has recently been established be-
tWeen arfourses and induitrial and vocational education has gone
fair toward defining the type of appreciation and. of technical ability
which art courses this Alated aim to develop. This result hhs not
only deterrnined the anus and jtistified for both pupils and instructorspupils

i From the Payenology of High School Subjects, pp. 845 and 864.
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the place of these art courses which accompany industrial work, butit has also led to a scrutiny of the aims of courses not so related. In
consequence, these courses, in revised form, have received new justifi-cation.

The revision of these so-called fine-arts courses has been mainly in,.the line of a better presentation of the unique historical material,
which the field of art possesses, of a development of appreciation ofthe fine arts as a source of aesthetic enjoyment. and of the discovery
and conservation of special artistic talent as a social asset.

Under present conditions high-school art courses may be brotidlyclassified as follows:
1. Courses in drawing and design which are organically related toindustrial and constructive work, including household art.2. General art courses, which correspond somewhat to traditional

art-school courses and which appeal .particularly to pupils withspecial art intere4ts.
3. Courses consisting of illustrated lectures, reads, and classrecitations which present a survey of art.
The character of these three types of courses is indicated more in,detail as follows:
1. High-school courses in drawing and design are coming to be

more and more closely correlated with industrial and constructivework. Formerly this correlation was expected to result from apresentation in the art classes of general principles of drawing anddesign and an application of these later to the specific problems of
shopwork, printing, household art, etc.

The relation is rapidly becoming more organic. . The problems of''the drawing and design classes are now largely the actual currentproblems of the industriii and vocational classes.. In many casesthe pupils spend alternate periods in the shop and the art class-
room, dealing with the same problems in both classes. Sometimesthe industrial departments take over much of .the art instruction
dealing with their projects. Working drawing, appearance drawing,
and design have become intimately related:

A common use of drawing closely related to home planning andinterior decoration is illustrated by this extract from the course inart and industrial training of the Binghamton (N. Y.) schools:

TOPICS TOE DISCUSSION AND V.I.USTRATIOIL

1. Banding site: Location, exposure, drainage, water supply, fertility ofsoil, etc. 2. Building materials: Wood, brick, cement, etc. S. Freehand sketchof plan of home kitchen, for class disctutsion of conveniences and necessities inwall openings and furniture.. 4. Study of mounted illustrations of plans ofkitchen, pantry, and dining room, to scale._ 5. Drawing to scale, with custom.nry conventions, of kirAen, pantry, and dining rootn, showing plan and eleva-tioia, Freehand Or instrumental sketch showing the possible remodeling of
.
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the Lome idtchen to secure greater convenience or better lighting and ventila-
. don. 7. Sttujy various styles of door and window openings, from the view-

point of convenience, beauty, and expense. 8. Floor coverings: Material, color.
and wood finish. 9. Wall finish: I'aint. paper, and color scheme. 10. Neces-
sary and convenient furniture for kitchen.

The present tendency to articulate the teaching of design with
shopwork is described in this extract from the course of study of the
West Hoboken (N. J.) schools:

We must deal with design, whether we will or not Every hour calls fur us
to settle some problem in design, some airatigetneut of forth, some disposition
of lines and masses, some choice and disposition of colors. DAuti's whole life is
a series of designs. The relation is wide, the laws Ire widespread.

Pure or abstract design fs not a science. It has one decided lack, it fails
to give the constructive view of design. There must first be a problem of con-
struct0J2, and second one of decoration wherein we considePhalunce, rhythm,

\ harmony, etc.
The function of applied design Is to -add Interest to construction. Therefore

applied design is conditioned first by structure, second hq use or purpose of the
thing decorated, third by the convention required, fourth by the symbolic ele-
meat that may be introduced, and fifth by the personality of the draftstnau.

In this course of instruction we endeavor. to plan the work so that the condi-
tions set forth in the preceding paragraphs govern the subject matter.

The following recommendations regarding the general scope of
high-school industrial drawing-,in connect:16p with shopwork has
received the approval of the faculty of the soldier training depart -
ment of the University of Chicago, and also of that section of the
committee of the high- school confeAnce of the University of Illinois
which has in charge the revilion of high-school courses in drawing.

HIGII-SCI1GOL INDUS DIAL DRAWING AND DESIGN.

I. Freehand drawing of appearances to describe construction.
1. Sketches directly from objects to show the appearance in perspective.
E.% Sketches for the purpose of experimenting with and perfecting ideas

of construction and design.
To do this two things are required:

(a) Ability to judge proportions and angles rapidly and with fair
avurncy.

(b) Mastery of a few basic constructive forms so that these can be
drawn in any specified position or modification or combina-
tion from imagination.

Since a rectangular, a cylindrical, and a hemisphericil solid
are basic to most forms of construction, the drawing of these
from imagination aeoording to specifications should be thor-
oughly mastereb.

Tests indicate that theories of perspective, Including grin-
elides of convergence, and foreshortening are not the besS
wok of introducing the study of these forms. The modt rapid.
and effective progress appeared to depend upon developing
the pupil's ability to judge as to whether ,the drawings ap-
pear geonietricuily, consistent or distorted (that la, nA to

. ;whether they look riiht or not), rather than upon tiphnowl-
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edge of formulated principles of perspective. It should benoted that this method differs radically from the old-timeteaching of geometrical type toting by principles of perspec-tive.

(0), Knowledge of an effective method of procedure In drawing con-structed objects, I. e., what lines are the basis of the formand determine the length and direction of the others. Forexample, in a rectangular solid standing on a horizontalplane, to draw one. vertical edge, preferably the nearest, de-termines the scale of the drawing. To draw one main edgeextending to the right and one to the left, so as to show theirapparent slants and lengths. determines the proportions andapparent position of the whole object. These are the keylines and, by them are determined the direction and propor-tion of most of the other lines, even if the form is consid-erably complicated.
II. Drawing of plans and patterns to describe construction.1. Freehand sketches of patterns and orthographic projections directlyfrom objects to record constructive. data.

2. Freehand sketches of patterns and orthographic projections for thepurpose of experimenting with and perfecting ideas of constructionand of design.
To do these requires two things:

(a) Ability to read Orthographic projections rapidly and to trans-late facts of appearance and structure into the shop con-ventions of Working drawing, with complete dimensioning
according to shop practices, In other words, given an actualpiece of construction, to make sketches In orthographic pro-jection which shall include all data necessary for con-structing the object.

For all practical purposes it Is necessary to understandprOjection only in the third angle. An introductory discus-sion of all four angles is generally confusing.
(b) Ability to put one's own ideas of n piece of construction firstinto freehand working drawings with-complete specifications.and then Into accurate instriknental drawings.

Most copying_of instrumental wort; should be eliminated.Only a very limited amount Is valuable to give standards oftechnique.
Much detailed instrumental drawing should he avoided.

Freehnnd working drawings and appearance sketching arethe chief channels of constructive thinking. The finishedinstrumental drawings hold somewhat the same relation tothese that the stenographer's copy does to the author's manticscript. Much instrumental drawing tends to substitutemanual dexterity for constructive thinking.(0) Ability to sketch the appearance of on object from the workingdrawing. This is particularly valuable in enabling pupilscompletely to visualize andundevstand structures when onlythe working drawing is given. It requires much of the samesort of constructive thinking that is employed when objectsare actually .Constructed from working drawings.
In both appearance sketching and orthographte drawing.

speed as-well as accuracy should be cultivated.
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III. Constrictive and decorative design.
1. Choice of materials and processes best suited tQ meet the specifications.
2. Choi& of styles of construction and decoration most appropriate to

the piece of work in hand.
These require:

(a) Acqunintance with a reasonable range of materials and
processes, and some knowledge of the history of industries
more or less closely related to the Immediate project. This
calls for class discusSions, visits to industrial plants or
other places where constructive work of the sort under con-
sideration is going on. and assigned reading planned to open
up on industrial and historical outlook.

(0) Study of artistic styles of construction and decoration and
the adaptation of these to the problem in hand. In any par.
tieular instance. as for example in furniture. this involves
some study of the history and doeloptnent.of styles and a
knowledge from books and museums.' of the hest that the
past has produced and also a practical acquaintance with
inodeii products and current fashions as displayed in trade
literature and advertisements :ind in stores.

Appreciation and discrimination are develoissl by selecting
am! by classifying examples according to various styles and
also according to degrees of excellence in thinks of the same'
general styles. Notebook collections of sketches and of Illus-
trations from advertisements, trade journals, etc., are prac-
tical helps. 'After the characteristics of a style have been
given it is helpful to select, classify, and discuss examples
accordingly.

(0) Supplementary Practice in making good space arrongements
and in drawing with. facility a few typical curves; for ex-
ample, arcs of circles, ellipses. and spirals of varying degrees
of curvature.

Pupils should lipe trained to self reliance in analyzing a
problem so as to outline effective methods of going to work,
and to decide along what Hoes investigation or reference
material will be helpful.

2. General art courses. These courses are usually 'planned to train
ability in representation along two lines. One of these is decrip-
'tive drawing, to enable pupils to meet readily the ordinary demands
for illustration in connection with any school or home interest not ,,
reached by drawing in connection with the industrial arts. Sketches
mad drawings in connection with history, geography, literature, and
the natural sciences are examples of this sort of drawing.

use of drawing as a !MAWS of illustration of other high-school
subjects has recently received. careful attention. It has been found
that pupils can be taught methods of procedure in -illustrating a
theme, which will make their drawing a genuine piece of study in
selecting the particular aspects essential to the points to be described,
in choosing the medium, hard or soft pencil, pen and ink,' water
color, or colored crayon, or whatever other medium is best fitted 6
give the characteristic effect, in consulting sources of referenCe mate-

.
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ritilf and in gr uall elaborating sketches which are at first usuallycrude and inaccur. but which are gradually perfected through
many experiments and the accumulation of skill and of data.By working up pictorial themes in this way, pupils gain by experi-
ence some appreciation of the manner in which pictures develop.They learn that a work of art. however spontaneous in appearance,is usually the culmination of a long series of sketches, observations,and experiments. This experience contributes *to the understandingof art. something comparable to what the production. of themes inEnglish is expected to add to one's appreciation of literary methods.It 11::s been shown that certain method- of drawing may promotekeen observation and analysis, while other methods may actuallyhinder these mental processes. In a study of drawing in relation toits u. in science laboratories. Prof. F. C. Ayer, of the University ofthe St\to of Washington, says

l:epresentative drawing does not insure -n consideration of thd scientific as-!wets, or an analytical study of an object. The preconceived purpose of ropro-ducluc a visual copy narrows the scope of observation; and the attention, atbest. Is directed to items of form and color. There is.uothing to call up asso-ciations which have to do with scientific ends. ,The attention is, in fact, keptaway. from the associations that have to do with science as such. Even in theprovince of form, sustained attention is not necessary. The pupil's drawing 18always subject to direct comparison with the object nt hand, so that extendedstudy and reflection over its proportions are not necessary. It is a waste oftime for the interests of scientific thinking to require pupils to spend extendedperiods of time at representative drawing. In fact, it is worse than a waste oftime, for It encourages had habits of analytical study, which are opposed tointerests of scientific thinking and. constructive research. It Is no wonder thatso few of our pictureladen notebooks give evidence of scientific grasp or initia-tive. The excessive use of representative drawing is a serious pedagogicalformalism which produces copyists instead of scientists and which, creates dis-taste instead of enthusiasm for science.

After' analyzing descriptive' drawing in a similar fashion, Prof.
Ayer says of analytiCal drawing: ,

The preconceived purpose of analytical drawing supplies the direction of attention which is lacking in spontaneous description. The attention is directedto the particular characteristics of the object wkich are of immediate scientificconcern. The successful type, schematic, or diagrammatic drawing can not besiade without analytical study. The strident who attempts to make a diagram-matic drawing has before him a definite problem in analysis whichnecessitates sustained mental effort to the end of the process of representation.
A second purpose of the general iirt courses is to meet the needof pupils with special art interests. This group of pupils includes

ithose to whom the practice of .art is a continual source of Pleasure
of a high sort. They may never make art a profession, but it will :
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always Si to them a means of discovering new interests and enjoy-
ments. It includes also -those talented few who will make art in
some form.their life work. For these pupils the courses are voca-
tional in character and help to discover and guide their ability into
the lines for which they are best adapted. These are the pupils who
become industrial designers, painters, sculptors,. illustrators, archi-
tects, etc.

3. The courses in the history and appreciation of art. Courses of
this sort are becoming fairly common in high schools. They give
acquaintance with the salient characteristics of styles of architecture,
painting, sculpture, and industrial design, of the chief historic
periods of drt. They also bring to the attention of pupils the more
important masterpieces of these periods. In such general surveys it
is of course impossible to make an exhaustive study of any one topic.
Nevertheless, the general features of the arts of different times which
express most intimately the life and artistic ideals of the peoples can
be shown. The pupils become acquainted with many of the greatest
masterpieces in a way which gives,new meanings to history, litera-
ture, and current events. Modern art gains added significance when
viewed in the light of a knowledge of past art, and modern life is
interpreted from another point of view when the arts of the present
are recognized as being its inevitable expression.

The effect of war conditions high-school art has-been evident,
especially in its influence upon the subjects chosen for design. For
instance, war posters haye been produced all over the country. An-
other and more general effect has been the quality of .directness and
concentration that has come into work connected with the war.
There is in it 811 an clement of emergency which tends to eliminate
steps of doubtful value and to produce desired effects with the great-
est, economy of time and means. F9.e..example, in the drawing con-
nected ,with constructive, work in classes of ,enlisted men, it has
been found possible to give in a much shOrter time then has pre-
viously been considered necessary, a working knowledge of the sill,-
ject.. A consid6rable part of the teaching in these classes is being
done by high-school instructors, and the facts brought to light will
inevitably affect their regular teaching. The Instruction Manuals
issued by the War Department committee on education and special
training contain many stimulating sugges 'tions which will doubtless
influence all the teaching of .the instructors who use them. The fol--
lowing sentences from Instruction Manual No. i indicate the spirit
of directness whiCh dominates them:

blpthodsof instruction must be used which In the time 'available will best
train men to do these jobs.

In order to provide for the development; of 044010, initiative, and real
thinking power and also to prevent a rule-ofthumb method, the teaching should
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be almost entirely through' jobs, questions, problems, and guided discussionabout the work.

The accomplishment of a job is both the end to be 'attained and the means forinstruction.

Another incidental effect of the wai upon high-school instructionhas been the widespread discussion of art values that has been occa-sioned by the destruction of so much of fine art that can not bereplaced.

ART INSTRUCTION IN UNIVERSITIES..

Courses in art instruction in colleges and universities may bebroadly classified as follows:
(1) Courses in history of art.
(2) Courses involving studio work related as la story work to

academic courses. and dependent for credit upon association
with these courses.

(3) Studio work credited independently.
The trend of recent development in these groups of courses habeen as follows:
1. Courses in history of art. Historical and archeological re-

searches have steadily increased the range and value of the materialfor these courses, especially in 'the fields of Egyptian, Cretan,Chinese, and priThitive American art. Very large additions to thenumber of original examples of att available for study in this
country have been made during the past 10 years. There is pretty
general recognition now -of the fact that art supplements literary
documents in a special way, because it not only furnishes materialin additional quantity. but its records are peculiarly different in kind.The arts of form with their vocabulary of visible shapes and colors
can embody and preserve certain significant human interests which
literature, from the nature of the indirect- terms which it uses, cannot expfess in quite the same way. These records of art are iiti-mate and illuminating' in a unique sense, because in many cases the,
student :has before him the actual forms and surfaces which theartists and craftsmen produced. For this reason original art ma-terial' is peculiarly confidential in transmitting, in addition to theactual subject matter, an element akin to what inflections and gestureadd to word's.

In addition to a Tvit range of historical material, the coursesoffered show Ali increase in the time devoted tc modern art, Thehistorical value of the recoids which art has left has always-been
1Ccognized. The fact that, the art of td-day is an equally illuini-
tinting factOr in interpreting certain important aspects of the present.has net been as generally evident. Morepver, the esthetic standaids

-of historic' art hasp bgen coniparattOely: well established, so that
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structors can feel fairly safe in expressing their appreciation without
hesitation. On the other4iand, the higher type of critical judgment
and esthetic appfeciation required to discern the tendencies toward
significant expresiton and the germs of fitture perfection in the art
of to-day have frequently* made instructors diffident about dealing
with ,thi.s.complex subject.. An increased willingness* attempt it
is, however, observable.
'The following col:,tents on'the study of modern art are extracts

from a paper by Prof. George B. Zug, of Dartmouth College:
A professor of Greek once said to me that he thought most people are really

interested only in contemporary literature. I am inclined to think that with
most people an interest In art begins with an Interest in contemporary art. Ac-
cordingly. in some of my smaller exhibitions I have Interested the boys in the
art of Daumier, by means of drawings of Boardman Robinson. From Demmer
they wwere easily led to Delacroix, and the latter prepared for a study of
Michael. Angelo. In the same way. drawings of the cartoonist Cesare have been
the means of opening up the subject of pictorial satire, and this has led to
Hounder. to Goya. and to Hogarth.

Students are interested In the mechanics of art. They enjoy.seeing-the tools
and studying the'proeesses used in the making of etchings, engravings, litho-
graphs, and other prints. Colleges could attract more students to the subject*
of art by menus of exhibitions of the materials and tools and stages in pro-
duction of various kinds of prints, such as those In the New York Public IA-

'brary on "How Etchings Are Made," " How Lithographs Are Made," "Bow
Mezzotints Are Made," "The Making of a Wood Engraving." or "The Makin;
of a Japtinese Wood Block Print." Few professors would want all of these
exhibitigns, and perhaps none of us could secure material and prints for such
complete displays as,Mr. Weitenkampf has arranged.

But modest exhibitions on one or two of these II s would arouse a new in-
terest among the students and would cost a com atIvely small sum. At least
one Well exhibition should be part of a perm ent collection of every gotlege
art department.

Regarding an exhibition of paintings, etchings, and illustrations,
he stiys.:

The latter were chosen not in oiler to represent any special illustrators, but
to present selected exampleS of higI quality Of work in black and white, of oil
in full color, water coldr, charcoal, pen and ink, pencil, and etching. Con-
siderable interest was aroused in the class by assigning a paper which should
cOmplih and contrast the use of illtistration in Harper's, Scribner's, and the
Century and the use of Illustration in the cheaper magazines, such as the
CoSmopolitan and the Metropolitan. The best of the essays on this subject,
which showed decided originality, was entitled "The Big Three and the Pro-
letariat." The advantage of this theme was Wit it lent a vital Interest to the

, subject In that It had to do with theInterpretatios of contemporary life and
especially that the work was based on the obiervation of originals and elite
relation of their reproductions to the text. It was a subject, therefore, which
could not be cribbed from books or articles.

Som4 of the !Seat essays by undergraduates were published in the' Boston
Transertpt and the-Springfield RepubfiCan.. The chief aim of a course In tine

arts is not cro tarnish copy for'metropolltau newspapers. It is to enhance tbe
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appreciation of art. The point is not only that these unde;graduate easayswere good enough to be accepted by newspaper editors, but also that they werethe result of personal appreciation, of first-hand observation.

In regard to the uses to which college exhibitions are turned, I wish to speakfirst of what the instructor can give the students by means of leckures, personal.explanations, and gallery tours; and second, what the student can himself gainfrom such' exhibitions.
The teacher has an opportunity to show such qualities and characteristics

.1., not appear adequately in any reproduction. For minting he can ex.ION ill and actually show such things as tone, brufihwerk, harmony of color,
east Miler qualifies for different periods, and different grOups t)e sameInrfo 1, For instance, the handlieg of color and tone of impre'ssionist plc--tures, of toualist pictures, nud post-Impressionist pictures. For sculpture, ofeiii sc. there are (1u:tittles of color, Modeling'. and patina wh`ch can be appmdated only In originals.

The direct appeal of originals is one explanation of the success
seiceted nit shows among undergraduates. Moreover. exhibitiGs make thestudent body feel as they never have the Importance of the study of fine arts.The feeling of proprietorship of personal Interest Is encouraged by having the
undergraduates perform actual work, which brings Its Own reward in experienceand appreciation. Students-get valuable experience in the kind. of Manuallabor due in musainis; they unpack, hang, and repack paintings and sculpture;they make pedest s for sculpture; design labels and posters; they gain some
knowledge of the problems of. framing, haugiug, and installation. A few elselearn something of the business side of exhibitions, where nod how to borrow
pictures, selection of workS of art for exhibition purpOses, and matters ofInsurance.

Undergraduate correspondents have reported the exhibitions for city papashad for college publications. ,They' have also shown' competitive interest in
writing essays for small money prizes. But perhaps one of the most happy
results of the exhibitions has been their use by other departments. The pro;
fessdrs of psychology and of English composition have required themes based
on dit:ect observation of the originals. Accordingly, over 5.00 students in three
departments had required exercises based on the works of art In one exhibition.

2. Courses involving 'actual practice in drawing, painting, model-
ing,,and designing and directly related, as laboratory work to aca.,-
deinic courses. The character of these courses is naturally determined. .

by the particular departments to which they minister. Prominent
among the departments under whose auspices courses of this type are
organized are those of history of art, education, architecture, and
engineering. .

The following quotations from a paper by Miss Edith R. Abbott,
of thcr Metropolitan Art Museum Of New York, indicate the character
of many of these courses, organized in connection with courses in
history of art

In discussing this question, I have.assumet1 that the term nontechnical lab-
oratory work may property be applied to laboratory drawing :n -vhich the
object has been ko develop the power of observation, not to achieve technical
proficiency. Prof. Moore, of Mount Hol'oko, says, "The term 'laboratory work,'
borrowed from the sciences, is not a misnomer here. In science the tabojatory
forms the basis of theory; facts are observed, and by Inductive and deductive

%,%%1
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reasoning general principles are from Ahem affirmed. In a study of historical
art, too, laboratory work is used as a method of close analysis. Such work
should be not merely an accompaniment, but an organic part of the study of
the history of art. Our purpose in its use is to enable the student to devote
his Mention for a time to one or. another feature of a picture; the
student tries, by drawing or modeling, to copy or suggest these points, and in so
trying he is obliged to analyze them with a peculiar concentration that he

ewouldkardly attain by any other method."
The study of this form of expression, I -believe, should not differ essentially

from that of music or literature. The work itself must speak directly to the
*observer without any intermediary4The art student should be encouraged to

make his corn investigations and to drawilhis independent conclusions from
analysis of the masterpiece itself. Ile may examine the structure of tire picture
In the same way that he would examine the structure of a symphony; he may I
look for the idioms of the painter or draftsman and lettin to recognize them
as he would recognize the terms of speech which characterize the style of as
great writer.

In any such analysis. I believe the use of drawing to be Invaluable. With the
student and beginner, drawing has the Important advantage of holding the at-
tention focused upon the object fol. an appreciable time.

Let us consider the advantage of laboratory drawing In the study of compos%
tion. Compositions might be called the study of the interrelation of the ports.
Baldwin Brown ways, "The temptation to consider the parts in themselves
rather than the effect of the parts in their relation to the whole is-to most peo-
ple irresistible." The untrained eye' finds the plan of composition difficult to
decipher, and yet the artist has based his arrangement upon a carefully con-
structed. scheme. Mr. Cox thought it worth while in hit( analysis of Veronese
to draw a diagsent in order to, demonstrate the seveie laws of balance upon

_which Veronese tel for his elTects. it seems beyond question that the pi -
ture has a greater interest when this fundamental structure is understood,
Vice 11 gives the clue to the whole-complex scheme.

A similar analysis may be made a class. exereille, the students being re-
quired to sketch from loatern Slides the structure lines of simple compositions.
A time limit of 5 or 10 minutes may bci set, or the student may be left in un-
certainty when the light will be extinguished. By this means.they leain tolthink
logically and to build up the "anatomy" of the picture in en organic instill*.
Whatever may be the results on piuper.,the exercise necessitates concentration
upon structure and upon logical development. College teachers of English have
told me that the clen"nalysis shown in these drawings was exactly what they
were trying to get in their work In English composition. Laboratory drawing
het& the attention concentrated upon form Father than upon any extraneous
interest or associated idea. It facilitates the understanding of comPositional
problems with alt the delicate adjustment of forms to space which they- involve.
A more intimate acquaintnnee is gained with the expressive language of art,
and the foundation is laid for the appreciation of "quality," so that in the
final analysis one sialuld be able not only to distinguish the line of thIti or that
painter, kit also la Iiime eirante which characterizes great. art. Laboratory
work is irentlally a means to an end. For: the student with artistic ability It
can never become a substitute for real studio practice. But onctrInitinted Into
this new world In which the senses play so large a part, the student experiehces
keen enjoyment.

3. Studio courses not planned primarily as laboratory work for
acadeniic courses.
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There is an evident tendency to.credit work in art which is more or
less independent of an organic relation to academic courses, but
which is nevertheless considered as an appropriate part of a majorin art. In some cases these courses are carried on in an accredited
art school. The affiliation-between Brown University and the Rhode
Island School of Design is an instance of this typo of arranOment.
Many colleges and-universities have their own department of fine art.The steadily increasing amount of recognition accorded to Well -.organized studio courses in art as appropriate for academic credit is
partly the result ara realization that art expression is more than a
matter of manual dexterity in making a record of what one sees. It
involves in addition, the translation of one's impressions into terms
of expression which have been slowly evolved by the race, and which.demand

careful analysis and selection. and the knowledge of a body
of principles and recorded experience In the same sense that the
test of excellence of themes in English is not their exactness as die-
tographic records of actual conversations nor as literal statistics of
observations, so the test of college art work is not its correctness
as a record of forms and colors, but its reconstruction of thel'aw ma-
terial of visual sensation into artistic expression.

The recent ;:teady increase in the number and size of departments
of fine art in universities is.destined to exercise an important in-
fluency upon American art. in two directions; namely, by giving to
the future citizens who will be the p:rons of art and the promoters
of the standards of civic, beauty an early acquaintance with artistic

, interests and "ideals of excellence, and also by offering to thoge who4 Inter will be professional artists an opportunity to continue through
college the contact with art which in many cases was begun in high
school.

i'otAphstanding thehigh degree of skill in handling materials
w ich drawing, painting, modeling, and designing involve, they- areit their higher forms allied to the 'arts of expression more closely
than to the arts of construction. In universities where art may be
selected as a major 'subject, the student who plans to use art as-his
form of expression has the same opportunity as the student who in-
tends to enter the profession of literature,to begin his work under
conditions, which will give him a broad intellectual background and
stimulating contact with other vigorous interests.

The artistically gifted student in a college or university which has,
no art department generally fines, early in his course, that ho .must
choose, in a manner that the,student who plans to make science or
literature his profession is not called upon to do, between a college's
course and a highly Specialized art. course... Too early. technical
.fiacifitii unaccompanied by constantly enlarging intellectual Outlook

....
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is as bad for the art student as too late a knowledge of the us, of his
means of expression.

The organization of college art courses is steadily improving. The
work of the College Art Association of AmericS is contributing
effectively to this end. 0,

ART MUSEUMS AND. ART SCHOOLS.

Art museums hitve always been a most important factilrin art
education in America, and their influence is extending rapidry. IS'
development is due in part to the incre.I-e in number o f niusemins atal in
the size and quality of their collections. and in part to improved mea
of making their collections available. Most modern museums have
established close \s(lat ions with the commuoities in which they'exist,
and have put forth every effort to make their eolletkions of use as e.
stimulus and guide to the art student and industrial Inter and as a
means of artistic pleasure and inspiration to the general public.

The older museums have existed long enough to be able to weed'
oat much ordinary, but space-filling and mind-con fusing, material.,
The newer museums learned by the experience of older institutions
,to protect themselves tactfully from mediocre but generously offered
material, so that a satisfyingly large proportion of the works ex-
hibited in the permanent collections of the inns-duns of to-day have
a ge,nuine artistic significance.

Where means art' limited, it is generally considered mor import-
ant, in extending the \list of permanent acquisitions, to hai'e a small
collection of a high degree of excellence than one which.is large but
only fairly good. It has "become customary to regard a sum of
money as more wisely expended in the purchase of one or two ex-
cellent exaniples of a given style period of art than in procuring
many ordinary illustrations of a wider range of styles. 'Photographs,
and in some cases casts, are generalFy regarded as better substitutes
for unobtainable fine things than original productions bf indifferent
merit. In consequence of this policy, the number of commonplace
productions on permanent exhibition' 14 American museums is rela-
tively small.

Besides the regular displays of collections owned by the institu-
tion. nearlx every museum has a succe.ssion of exhibitions of works
of special interest, including current productions of pictorial and in-

, dustrial art. ,Societies now exisb for the promotion of American art, ti
and their patronage in the form of prizes and purchases is an added
influence in bringing to these exhibitions much ,of the best in modem .

American painting, sculpture, and design. While the collections
accumulated from current exhibitions by these associations dOubt16'ss
contain many things that will not Amid the test of time, nevertheless ,
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after a hmuired years 'the realty excellent material they containpromises more than to justify the policy, without taking into accountthe encouragement that has been given to American art cluring thatlime. ." - '
Besides making art productions of the past and present available,'m o-etiois arc organizing further educat ional act ivities with increa,iugeffectiveness. In the gOeries, docents and guides art. available;literatwe. lantern slides, photographs. and color %vitas of gyalduality are provided: and lecture courses and (lasses are organized.Many niuseums have their collections of lantern slide; selected andarranged so as to 1w of use in "tlre community, eTecially in the .schools. Carefully prepared lectures in mantiscipt form, together"with appropriate slides, are frotoiently availoble for the use ofschInds. A few museum: have colleetion,: of slides which, for a small_rental fee to cow packing, will he sent tA, various 1 arts' of thecountry. Tlw MeWopolitan Museum of No-v York-and-the Art Insti-..*, tUte.of Chicago are notable among the institutions. which offer thiswide. opportunity_ , The built:tins published periodically by. Manytun.cums have.become important art documents. By them the acqui-sitions and opportunities of these. institutions arc made kiown. tothe public. 4The educational activities ,of museums and special art schoolsdiffer t 'onsiderably, because each is experimenting with methods ofmeet)' the needs of its locality. Reference can be made hare toonly a few, but the following are fairly typical of the various linesof effort.

Some of the lectures and classes announced in the bulletin of theMetropolitan Museum of Art in New York CitySeptember, 1917,,are the f611-owing:

For the public. Sunday afternoon lectures, Illustrated end followed by visitsto the galleries through the winter season.
.. Story hours for children and adults, illustrated and followed by visits tothe galleries.

Artistic problems In Greek sculpture;.five Illustrated lectures..
. .For students of sculpture cud painting in the art schools, of New York. poUrinfortval talks by painters and sculptors. with illustrations.

Far teachers In the 'public schools of New York City, Gallery talks by themuseum instruetors.
For elementary and high iSchOol pupils.' Four lectures In cooperation withthe American 'Museum of. Natural Ifistory. textile industries of the GniStates, The garment makers of primitive tilts. %Historic fabrics and ,cu ;tuttaaa.

.

. \ '''4 For' sales runic, buyers, and designers, three seminars.
For the deaf. Four illustrated lectures for those who can rend the lips.For the blind. Three talks for childreu, illustrated with objects froth thecollection which taw he handled.

2,
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The Art Museum of Wore er, Mass., has set an admirable ex-

ample in the activities of its children's department, the informal
work in drawing, the Satur y story.hour, and the gallery visiting.

Inevitably. the most im ant results of this work can not be measured in
figures; they are observed y those who know the children as individuals, in the
Increased capacity for spo taneous enjoyment of beauty wherever seen, and the
deeper interest in the hl um, leading even to a certain sense of part owner-
ship In the collections w Melt, through intimate association, have come to mean
much to these " younger citizens."

A large number of museums carry on systematic work in direct
connection with the public schools and offer to teachers and pupils

'free admission to the galleries. The plans followed by the Museum
of Fine Arts in Boston, the John Herron Art Institute in Indian-
apolis,- the Carnegie Institute at Pittsburgh, and the Cmeinnati Mu-
seum Association are typical of these activities.

The Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, among numerous o er oppor-
tunities which it furnishes, has established in anlither se

t
ion of the,

city a Children's Art Center. here children may see loan exhibitions
and be helped in the study of them and guided in their own efforts to
draw.

Some 18,000 persons annually take advantage of the opportunity
for free admission offered to school children and teachers by the John
Herron Art Institute; of Indianapolis. It maintains a series of illus-
trated talks for grade-school children on popular subjects closely
allied to art study. For high-school students a two-year lecture course
is given on the history of art (one term each covering painting, archi-
tecture, sculpture, and the decorative Jrts), a full high - school credit
being awarded to each student attending, through the two years. A
cburse in "museum study," planned to develop a fuller knowledge of
museum material and a better understanding of how to make use of it,
is a requiretbiart of the Indianapolis Normal School curriculum. in
addition tollese regular courses, all given at the museum, numerous
classes come* for special study or for fa general museum visit, and fre-
quent lectures are given in the various school buildings on the prac-
tical'.application of art in the home, the city, the community, and
alongsirnilar direehly helpful lines.. In the art school which it main-
tains for professional training in drawing, pahiting. and'the deco-
naive arts. classes are conducted, for teachers at special low prices
and free Classes for elementary and high-school Qupirs. In addition
it' offers scholarships for, advanced work in art to pupils who show
special ability. ' Recently, the free scholarship bits been extended to
cover the whole State of Indiana and a' schorarship offered for each
of the 92 connties- in the State.

The'Cineinnati Museum announced its plan in its report for 1909
,as follows:



The question of education on a large scalethat is, of bringing the general
public Into intelligent and agreeable acquaintance with, objects of art is a
matter which is occupying the attention of every museum at the present time.
It is being variously dealt with. There Is, of course, po difficulty in answering
the needs of an individual or of a small group who come with a definite ques-
don or a common want, It is a pleasant and profitable task, for example. to
talk over the Greek sculptures with a group of children who know their
mythology. But it is doubtful whether the needs of large visiting classes of
schsioi children can ever be adequately met by instruction Inside a museum.
Certainly to attempt locally the systematic instruction of great numbers wonld
be a,n impossible tax on a small and busy staff . There are times
when the request for guidance must be reluctantly refused. Volunteer service
of the right sort would be a great boon and would hardly run the risk of becom-
ing stereotyped, a real danger to any employing the function too frequently.
By far the best results, however, are to he gained by the school-teacher who
possesses sufficient knowledge to use the collections. She can reinforce he
own work by drawing on an inexhaustible fund for illustration, and by reason
of her knowledge of the child's degree of preparation she need waste nothing.
If she possess. in addition, n love of beauty, either, native or acquired, the
conditions for success could hardly he improved upon.

The museum, then, is putting its main strength along this floe into its work
for teachers.

Another not uncommon affiliation is illustrated by the opportunity
offered at Cinciakati, where high-school students may elect an art
-course which i4Wranged to allow five afternoons of work each week
in the museum academy. Inch afternoon's program includes three
hours of drawing and painting. Instruction in the history of art is ,

given to these students at the museum. The museum circulates
through the schools certain sets of lantern slides with a synopsis.
The subjects for 1918 are: "A Review of the Museum," " The History
of Painting with Special Reference to the Characteristics of the
Great Perio Als," " Metal Work," " Design as Studied ind Practiced
To-day." A lecturer from the museum is sent to the schools occa-
sionally.

The way in which the Carnegie Institute comes into touch with the
school children is described as follows: -

The problem presented to tni by visits to our galleries of groups Of children
from the piddle schools, and the Iva), in which we have undertaken to solve
titivite briefly stated.

Through the interested cooperation of the superiptebrient of schools in Pitts-
burgh; and the director of art instruction, and the elleptional liberality of the
Ismi of education, the students of the entire eighth grade of the public schools,
numbering 6,000, and ranging in age from about 14 to 16 years, come three
times during the school year, with their teachers, as part of their regular work,
to visit the halls and galleries of the department of fine arts at Carnegie Insti-
tute. Each visit is limited in time to an hour and a half, andthe three sub-
jects, painting, architecture, and sculpture, are studied, but each period is
devoted to the study of one subject and of only a few works of art. These
works are used for the purpose of illustrating some of the.fundamental qualities
defined. ,
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As a malt of many years of observation the problem presents itself to me
in this way. We have, on the one side,, groups of interested and Intelligent
children, eager to see and hear and understand. They come to us from 5,000
homes scattered throughout the entire city, and the majority of them ha e had
no opportunity to learn anything about art, or even to see works of art. They
have had nothing beyond the elemental art training offered by t public
schools, and their sole means of observation has been practi invited to
Illustrations published In books and magazines telling stories or illustrating
incidents. This side of art is, of course, so obvious that it may be readily
understood by a child.

(hi the other side of the problem, we have the entire realm of art with which
to deal, In three sessions of an hour and a half each; the history of art, o`
painting, of architecture and sculpture; the wide field of biography, of painters.
of architects and sculptors; the technical side of art, the peculiar or special
methods adopted. especially by painters, in the production of their work ; and
the various elements or qualities which enter into a work of art. The problem
might be approached from any of these angles.

It will be seen at once how futile it would be to attempt to give the young
people any idea of the history of the art of painting in the space of an hour
and a half. It might be possible to deal briefly with tliglife of a single artist

"'within the time, but the Impossibility of dealing adequately with the wide field
of biography within the hour and a half Is apparent. And while the technique
of art is an Interesting field of inquiry and study, the peculiar matlber of doing
a thing is unimportant. Supreme examples of art have been produced by
various technical methods. Technical methodi are of little more importance
than the handwriting of the author. Moreover, these students do not come
seeking technical knowledge. Tpey simply want to know why_this or that work
is good, to the end that they may better understand' and enjoy art. The folly
of attempting to tench these young people the history, biography, .or technique
of any art In an hour and a half is evident.

Therefore, it will be readily seen that If we are to give these students tiny -

thing worth bringing them to the institute for, we must select for then] with
discriminating judgment and concentrate their attention upon some important
quality or qualities of the subject. Our chief purpose, then, is to giVe the
student a point of clew from which to examine and study, not oAe work.uf art.
but all works of art.

The scholarship plan of the Cleveland School of Art illustrates
sonic of the types of scholarships which art schools offer to talented
public-school pupils. This'school offers working scholarships and a
few money scholarships. Last year the "Mutual service fund" was
inaugurated. This is made up at present of eight purses of $350
each. A talented pupil can have the benefit of one of these purses
on condition that as soon as his earnings begin, the money be re-
turned without interest, in installments to be paid either by the in-
dividual or by his employera certain percentage of his earnings
monthlyuntil the whole is returned for another to use. The purses
are given by individuals 'or organizations who come into personal
touch with the beneficiary, The pnpili whose abilities are recog-
nized by the award of these scholarships are usually discoyered in the
high schools. Application is made through some special teacher of

.

drawing who knows the facts.about the pupil and his work.
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The Cleveland Museum, in addition to its regular gallery displays,has exhibitions of selected works of art in a place of honor and under
special illumination, each for two weeks only. Illustrated leaflets areissued interpreting these selected works and giving references tohelpful literature about them and the artists who produced them.In with the difficult matter of appropriate gallery talks
a much better understanding is evident regarding the ways in which
:!enitinely artistic appreciation is promoted. Some fundamental con--iderations on this complex problem are set forth with admirable
clearness in the bulletin of the Art Institute of Chicago for Fehru-.ary, 1918, from which the following paragraphs are v,xtractst

There is no form of art. lecture capable of greater value to the interestedpolitic than that delivered in the presence of the works under discussion. herequalities are seen anti pointed out rather than described, and here the emphasiscan be Itkid on a statement of the principle governing the tuauipulatlou of thosequalitiesthe essenPlal processes of art.
And yet there is no situation in which the lecturer can more easily betempted from the straFght and narrow path of scientific truth than in the gal-lery talk where the acquieicent picturesseeni so reedy to corroborate any wordhe may utter. The exercise of individual taste and the play of individpal

fancy have a right to play their part in the appreciation of works of nrt,lud
something very like these often stimulates the amateur critic into strangeve-hemence of statementeither of denunciation or of praisein channels ofpurely .personal thought whose value for his audience is certainly nothing andmay he less.

Now this leads to the single deadly sin of the picture talkerthe creation ofprejudice. It is precisely the function of the gallery talker to helpus to find the artist's angle of vision. The greatest gift he can offer us is tomake us sympathetic with the conceptions which are new to us. His best meansof accomplishing this is to help us to rid,ourselves of the films of prejudicethrough which we all are obliged to some extent to peer.
For we can, not receive our testhetic experience second hand. With the open-minded attitude which is ready to accept a "message" from any work, how-o'er old or however new, there must be combined an insistence upon receivintr'that message at first hand and for ourselves. The gallery lecturer who in anyway attempts to come between us and the superlative delight of growingtate the love of a.work of art through our growing acquaintance with it, showsus at the start his (or her) failure to grasp the lint essential of leadership in-art appreciation.
Practically all modern museums carry on one or more of the kindsof educational activity here mentioned. The foregoing examples

have been cited only to illustrate. types' of work, all the specific in-stances of which are fortunately much too numerous to allow of indi.vidual mention.
Art education related to industries has beep prominent in Americafor many years. It is receiving a fresli impetus. at present from the

prospect that, after the 'war, the United. States 'will have to dependupon its own resources more than hi the past, .mot only for designers.but also for styles of design. , A kind of originality mustbe dodo*
.
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that can produce things which are not only net but fine in quality.
With this necessity in mind, older schools have been improving their
facilities, while new schools intimately related to local industries have
arisen. The Grand Rapids School of Art and Industry, in Michigan,
and the Federal School of Commercial Designing, in Minneapolis,
are types of these newer schools. Most of the schoZils of industrial art
Offer special opportunities for school pupils Whose vocational inter-
ests in this field have become evident: The scheme of affiliation
worked out by the School of Industrial Art in Trenton, N. J.. is
typical of this sort of arrangement. Here pupils frpm the city
schools may take courses for which the fees are merely nominal.
Technical art courses are provided for pupils who have completed the
junior high school, and an art teachers' course is offered for students
in the normal school.

American students of textile design have only recently discovered
the value to their work of the extensive collections of primitive art
which are gathered in the anthropological museums of this country.
These students arc recognizing the fact that primitive art is often
very good art and that it offers a vast source of suggestiqn and
inspiration for designs that are original, in the sense that they are
unlike those to which we have become accustomed. In an article en-
Ct led " Museum Documents and- Modern Costume," in the American
Museum Journal for April, 1918, Mr. M. D.'C. Crawford writes:

Above and beyond the artistic merit of these costumes, however, they Illus-
trate in a definite manner a very important feature of the educational
ties and public Isefulness of the American Museum. Every single garment In
the collection was founded on-a specimen In the collection of this museum. In .
certain instances, the inspiration is perhaps difficult to trace. but in others it Is
quite obvious. These garments represent the first fruits of what I may 'term
"creative research by the American costume industry. The documents In the
museum were studied with the view of applying ideas, either in decoration or
In line, to modern costumes. Instead of the usual method of Importing modern'
foreign costumes (themselves based, generally, on foreign museum collections),
our desivers, familiar with the practical needs of to-day, have gone direct to
original documents for their inspiration.' .The work, therefore, marks one of
the most important movements in the development of a truly Amerionn type of
intlustrir art.

It is iOt difficult to understand how Important a part our great museums and
libraries must play in the proper industrial. expression of art. They are for
the artist inexhaustible mines of suggestion. The art of each people and age is
an evolution from some former type. The artist, especially the deCoratNe
artist, is concerned not alone with purely original creation, but with the in-
spired seleegon of certain ideas and motiveS of ancient origin that may have a
fresh significance for his own time and people.

The national need for industrial design is strongly influencing the
. art. departments in high schools and art schools. In the past, many

students have entered art work because of their strong liking for that
work; but in only a few institutions has du) training been directed
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and vitalized by any definite knowledge of thelctual demands forthe product. Consequently; many art students with marked abili-ties in design but not in pictorial art have received only formaltraining in design or have given their, time to painting pictures,thinking that overcrowded field to be the only place for art expres-sion: Many with valuable talent have t ned to work other than art.because they htid no knowledge of the 40rtunities offered. Proud-inent among the agencies which are remedying this condition is theArt Alliance of America. This association was organized in NewYork City in 1914, with headquarters at 10 East Forty-seventhStreet. One purpose.of this association is.to promote working rela-tions between-art producers and the industries. It brings artistsand art students into personal touch with indust-ies which need art.products. ", The New York division'of this associations was organizedin. New York City in 1911. Galleries are maintained in the lieartof New York's shopping district, where exhibitions, organized inclose cooperation with artists .and with the trades, are lizid everymonth. Positions are secured, work sold, and advice given by artistsand educators. Hours-are assigned daily for personal interviews andexamination of-work. The Central States division was organized inthe fall-of 1918 in Chicago, and maintains an office in the Art Insti-bite. At each monthly- luncheon the. artistic possibilities of someindustry are discussed. The movement has the friendly cooperationof the Illinois Maim factu rs' Association, and plans for a compre-hensive exposition in the ffll of 1919 which will illustrate the rieces-sity of art in industry are under way. Additional divisions are beingorganized in other centers in the country, so that the alliance is likelyto exert a strong and direct influence upon the methods teachingof design, and upon the vocational guidance of Students
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